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GROUPM FORECAST SEES $9.9B OF 2020 POLITICAL ADS
TELEVISION EXPECTED TO ENDURE A FLAT 2019
WPP’s media buying shop GroupM expects recordbreaking political ad spending next year, and that should
give the television industry a biannual revenue tailwind
like no other. Brian Wieser, global president of Business
Intelligence for GroupM, forecasts campaign spending will
increase $3.6 billion to what would be a record $9.9 billion
in 2020 — or a 57 percent increase compared
with the last presidential election year, when
$6.3 billion was spent in 2016.
“Political advertising skews television growth
rates in extreme ways. However, political
advertising has a meaningful impact, especially
at the local level of television,” Wieser’s justreleased U.S. Media Forecast Report says.
The result is the TV industry’s revenue grew 6 percent in
2018, but Wieser thinks total industry revenue will decline 5.4
percent this year. And it’ll be back on the upswing in 2020,
when he expects TV revenue to increase 3.6 percent. “If
we exclude political advertising and what it means for local
TV, national TV generally will hold up better than local TV
and should outperform, as should the digital inventory these
media owners offer,” Wieser says.
Strip away the impact of political ad dollars, and Wieser
says TV still plays a “primary role for most large brand
owners, given its unique capacity to support and build upon
their awareness-of-brand-attribute-centered goals.” He says
television is also benefiting from the emergence of new
advertisers, many of whom operate in the digital space.
Yet TV also has challenges. “It is hampered by the relative
weakness of the medium’s traditional sponsors,” Wieser
says. He pegs core revenue growth for 2018 at a marginal
0.7 percent and doesn’t expect things to pick up anytime
soon. Wieser expects core TV revenue to remain flat (up
0.2%) this year, but decline 2.3 percent in 2020 as political
ad buys push some core clients off the air.
But TV’s issues aren’t all that unique. “Traditional advertisers
are not likely growing as fast as the industry average,”
Wieser says. The inescapable struggles of retailers and
other consumer goods sectors have meant slower growth
for marketing budgets. The result is political years give most
media companies a rollercoaster of
revenue results.
“Extreme variation in growth rates
has become the norm in the U.S.
advertising industry, as political
advertising itself is causing mid-singledigit swings of growth and decline from
year to year,” Wieser says.
Overall, Wieser is forecasting
U.S. total ad revenue to increase “a
solid” 5.8 percent in 2019, excluding
phone directories and direct mail
(Continued on Page 3)

ADVERTISER NEWS
Droga5’s new campaign for IHOP touts new burgers,
or what it’s calling pancakes, with a series of spots that
reference the brand’s previous IHOb name-change
campaign and the consumers on social who told the brand
to stick to pancakes, Adweek reports. The campaign also
encourages Twitter users on “The Bancake List” — those
who responded negatively about the chain’s
IHOb push — to tweet positively about the
chain’s products and is rewarding those who
did post nice things with undisclosed goodies...
CVS Health will expand its HealthHUB pilot
concept from three locations to 1,500 stores
over the next few years, Forbes says. The
locations will dedicate more than one-fifth
of the store space to health services, medical equipment,
supplies and other health-related products... Forever 21 is
exploring strategic options for restructuring and is talking
with Apollo Global Management about raising funds in the
event the fashion retailer files for bankruptcy protection, a
source tells CNBC. The retailer operates more than 815
stores, many of which are mall-based... Walmart will court
high school-age employees with perks including free SAT
and ACT prep classes and the promise to pay for college
through Walmart’s Live Better U partnership with Guild
Education. The offer will build on a previously announced
program to help employees who haven’t finished college
earn their degrees... In-store Bluemercury shops have
spurred double-digit growth at the 20 Macy’s stores
where they’re already open, and Macy’s plans to grow the
brand further with new in-store locations and standalone
stores, CEO Jeff Gennette says. According to Women’s
Wear Daily, the beauty brand had 60 stores when Macy’s
acquired it in 2015, and it boasts 164 freestanding locations
today, with 10 more scheduled to open by year’s end...
Anheuser-Busch previously announced it would use 100
percent renewable electricity in brewing its beer made in the
U.S. by 2025. But as it turns out, the brewer isn’t planning to
wait that long. According to Fast Company, it now expects
to reach that goal four years ahead of schedule.

NETWORK NEWS
AVAILS
Another classic sitcom is eying a return with its original star.
NBC 7 and Telemundo 20 San Diego are looking for a
Deadline reports NBCU-owned UCP is developing Punky News Brand Director to lead the strategy and execution
Brewster, a sequel to the 1984 NBC sitcom, with Soleil of our stations’ News branding, marketing, community
Moon Frye set to reprise her role as the titular character that and promotional campaigns. The ideal candidate will
became a pop culture icon of the 1980s. The multi-camera ensure all platforms are consistent with the overall voice
original series centered on Punky (Frye), a bright young and tone of the stations’ images. This role also oversees
girl raised by a foster dad (George Gaynes). In the multi- community outreach, event marketing, press and client
camera/hybrid reboot, Punky is now a single mother of three commercial production. Minimum 5 years of marketing,
trying to get her life back on track when she meets a young brand development or creative production experience. Get
girl who reminds her a lot of her younger self... The 2019 more details or apply by submitting a resume/CV through
ESPYS Presented by Capital One will
www.nbcunicareers.com – look for job
be hosted by actor and comedian Tracy
48422BR.
Morgan. Morgan will be joined by top
Account Executive — Oklahoma
Recently I saw an apple,
celebrities from sports and entertainment
City:
KOCO 5, the Hearst Television
and for a moment, just a
to commemorate the past year in sports.
ABC
affiliate
in Oklahoma City (45th
moment, I didn’t recognize
The ESPYS will be broadcast live on
DMA
and
growing),
has an opportunity
it. It’s so weird to not see
ABC on Wednesday, July 10, at 8 PM
for
a
highly
motivated
Account
it in a pie.
(ET) from Microsoft Theater in Los
Executive. Exceed your goals utilizing
Angeles... Jeopardy! viewers apparently
the top syndicated programming, OU
were unfazed by spoiler video of 32and OSU football, OKC Thunder NBA,
Jim Gaffigan
game champion James Holzhauer’s
OKC’s No. 1 web and mobile sites, and
stunning loss as he attempted to break
MeTV. The successful candidate will be
Ken Jennings’ all-time winnings record. Monday’s game organized, have strong presentation skills and a passion
was the show’s highest-rated episode in 14 years in overnight for developing new business. CLICK HERE to apply. EOE
ratings. Citing Nielsen, CBS Television Distribution M/F/D/V.
also said the show out-rated the night’s leading primetime
broadcast, ABC’s The Bachlorette, by 153 percent. The See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.
episode’s 10.1 rating among homes was the biggest of the
season for Jeopardy! — also scoring highs among adults FOOD, BEVERAGE E-COMMERCE STILL GROWING
18-49 (2.2), adults 25-49 (3.0) and multiple women demos
Food and beverage is the fastest-growing segment of the
(1.7-3.3). The number for homes was the biggest since 2005. U.S. e-commerce industry, but consumers are still reluctant
The distributor also said that the show ranked No. 1 in homes to purchase key categories — including fresh and frozen
for 29 of Holzhauer’s 33 days... CW summer sci-fi drama foods — online.
Pandora will debut Tuesday, July 9 at 8 PM (ET). Set in the
eMarketer forecasts that retail e-commerce sales of
year 2199, Pandora centers on a resourceful young woman food and beverage products in the U.S. will surpass $22
who has lost everything, but finds a new life at Earth’s billion this year, growing more than 20 percent annually
Space Training Academy, where she learns to defend the through 2021. While this emerging segment of e-commerce
Galaxy from threats, both alien and human... The CW drama has a long way to go before generating the sales figures
Bulletproof opens Sunday, July 28 at 8 PM (ET). The series of established categories like apparel and consumer
follows two undercover cops, Bishop (Noel Clarke) and Pike electronics, it’s growing significantly faster than any other
(Ashley Walters) as they chase down hardened criminals in e-commerce product category tracked by eMarketer.
London’s East End... Teen Choice 2019 will air live on Fox
Despite the substantial growth of this sector, consumers
on Sunday, Aug. 11 from 8-10 PM (ET).
are still less likely to purchase food and beverage products
than other digital grocery items. According to an August
REPORT SAYS AD FRAUD TO REACH $23 BILLION
2018 survey conducted by retail technology platform Inmar,
A new report by cybersecurity company Cheq says 51.4 percent of female digital grocery shoppers purchased
advertisers will lose more than $23 billion globally to ad fraud food and beverage items online in the three months prior
in 2019. Additionally, it says for every ad dollar spent, roughly to polling, compared with 74.1 percent who had purchased
10 to 15 percent goes toward paying companies that protect non-food items like personal care and household supplies.
marketers from getting bilked by bad actors.
Among male digital shoppers, 47.2 percent had purchased
Cheq’s report is in stark comparison to another recent food and beverage products, while 79.3 percent said the
fraud study published by White Ops and the Association same about non-food items.
of National Advertisers, which said ad fraud will cost
When asked about the products they typically purchase but
advertisers $5.8 billion in 2019, down from the $6.5 billion would never or rarely buy online, 66.5 percent of females
the groups reported in 2017.
and 64 percent of males said they refrained from buying
Ad Age says the difference between those numbers boils meat and/or seafood purchases digitally. The findings were
down to a convoluted digital ad ecosystem with too many similar for produce (62.5% of females and 60.9% of males)
black boxes — brands, ad tech companies and other vendors and deli or bakery items (53.9% and 51.4%, respectively).
— who do not openly share data, making it impossible for More than half of total digital shoppers were reluctant to
either White Ops and Cheq, for instance, to get a complete purchase frozen foods, dairy and other refrigerated items,
view of the entire ad ecosystem.
including 54 percent of females and 51.2 percent of males.
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THE NEXT-DAY DELIVERY WAR IS UNDER WAY
AUTO SALES AIDED BY LOWER INTEREST RATES
Amazon.com says it has made more than 10 million products
Several major automakers saw sales increase in May
available for free one-day delivery to Prime members in the as interest rates dipped to the lowest levels of the year,
U.S., the latest salvo in a battle over faster shipping speeds the Detroit News says. The upward trend last month
with rival Walmart.
represents a bounce-back as rising car prices and bad
The e-commerce giant is touting the arbitrary milestone weather have steered drivers away from dealer lots for
about three weeks after Walmart said it would offer free most of the winter and spring.
next-day delivery shipping on about 200,000 products for
Interest rates for new vehicles averaged 6.1 percent in
shoppers on some orders in a handful of cities. The two rivals May, compared to 6.27 percent in April, according to data
have been one-upping each other with announcements provided by Edmunds. The month-over-month change can
of faster shipping options as they seek to cater to ever- likely be attributed to an increase in zero-percent finance
demanding online shoppers, The Wall
deals in May. Still, monthly payments
Street Journal says.
reached record highs — $559 a month
Amazon is vague about its plans for free
on average — as car prices continue to
one-day Prime delivery. It didn’t specify
rise.
Between two evils, I
which markets the shipping option is
“Shoppers who made it to the
always pick the one I
available in, only saying it spans “coast
dealership
on Memorial Day weekend
never tried before.
to coast.” It also declined to say when it
were lucky enough to snag some of
expects to fully roll out the option to its
the best deals we’ve seen all year, but
more than 100 million Prime members.
that’s really not saying much,” said
The products available include some
Jeremy Acevedo, Edmunds’ manager
Mae West
best-selling items such as beauty
of industry analysis. “Even with a slight
products, cleaning supplies and beach
uptick in zero-percent finance offers
towels, Amazon said. Ten million products represents a compared to last month, average monthly payments
fraction of the more than 100 million items available for free reached record highs and interest rates still hovered above
two-day delivery to Prime members.
6 percent. These conditions are tough on shopper wallets,
no matter how you look at it.”
THIS AND THAT
A report from NewsWhip explores what kind of videos attract ACCOUNT ACTION
the most engagement on different social platforms, finding that
Austin, Texas-based GSD&M, part of Omnicom Group,
native videos perform best on Facebook and that the most- was selected as the U.S. creative agency of record for
shared videos on the site average 132 seconds compared to Universal Parks & Resorts, a subsidiary of ComcastTwitter’s 35 seconds. According to ClickZ, emojis featured owned NBC Universal, following a review. Ad Age says
in 58 percent of the most popular 100 videos this year and the agency will handle all brand strategy, creative, digital,
live videos on Facebook attract the most comments... Apple social media and experiential for the Orlando, Fla.-based
says it’s adding live radio from Radio.com, iHeartRadio and brand on a national level while individual parks, such
TuneIn to Siri. Edison Research reports that 41 percent of as Universal Orlando Resort and Universal Studios
early smart speaker users have sought radio station content Hollywood, will continue to work with a variety of their
in the last week.
own roster agencies on regional campaigns. It’s unclear
what other agencies participated in the review. According
GROUPM: $9.9B OF 2020 POLITICAL ADS
to Ad Age’s datacenter, Comcast spent $5.8 billion on
(Continued from Page 1)
measured media across its brands in 2017, up from $5.6
spending. He credits a still-strong economy. And next year he billion in 2016, making it the largest marketing spender
expects some softening, pegging underlying growth in core in the U.S. The datacenter estimates the company spent
advertising at 4.8 percent for 2020. But political spending will $112.7 million for Universal in 2017, compared to $83.5
nearly double that.
million in 2016.
“It seems unlikely that political advertising won’t be bigger in
2020 versus 2018,” Wieser says. “And so with an estimate of MONDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY
$10 billion in our model for the present time, we forecast 8.2
percent headline growth for 2020.”
Digital will remain the fast-growing medium, but those
rates should decelerate. Wieser estimates the segment’s ad
revenue increased 23 percent in 2018 but will grow a smaller
17 percent this year and 15 percent in 2020, excluding
political spending.
Among other media, Wieser expects newspapers and
magazines to have two more years of double-digit declines
in 2020. “We also anticipate sustained declines for print
media into the future,” he says. Radio is predicted to be off
by low-single digits as more dollars get pulled up to national
buys. Outdoor will have modest gains. It’s expected to see
low single-digit growth.
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